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Balancing with the presence of a rub
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Abstract – During commissioning of a cogeneration plant the air cooled generator cannot be run up to
synchronization speed because of high 1X vibration during startup. Several attempts were done by the
commissioning team to balance the rotor but proven ineﬀective. This paper presents the vibration analysis
performed by GE MDS Engineer. As a result of the analysis it was concluded the high levels of synchronous
vibration are caused by thermally induced bow because of rub in the new type of seals installed in generator
casing. The seals were removed for test and the generator was started successfully. The next part of the
paper discusses the diﬀerences between Newkirk and Morton type thermally induced bows as they can be
observed in the machinery diagnostics during ﬁeld analysis.
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1 Introduction of the case

2 Discussion

Machine train as shown in Figure 1 consists of Steam
Turbine driven, Gearbox and Generator. The air cooled
generator is coming from another site where, according
to maintenance data it was running with low vibration
levels. Because of damages caused by short-circuit in the
stator the generator was in overhauled and later it was installed in current location. During the overhaul no works
were done on the rotor so balancing condition should be
unchanged.
Each of the machine train’s bearing is monitored by
displacement transducers mounted on the machine casing in a plane (XY) perpendicular to the rotor axis of
the machine to observe radial motion of the shaft. The
XY pairs of non-contacting proximity probes are mounted
at 45-degrees left (Y-probe) and 45-degrees right (Xprobe). The machine train diagram is shown in Figure 1.
The driver shaft rotates clockwise, when viewed from the
driver to the driven. The driven machine shaft rotates
counter clockwise.
During each startup very high vibration levels on the
DE and NDE bearings of the generator were noticed and
synchronization speed couldn’t be reached. Several attempts were done by the commissioning team to balance
the rotor but proven ineﬀective. DCS data from the customer in Figure 2 show two diﬀerent attempts to reach
nominal speed within two weeks.
a
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The DCS trends are showing only overall vibration
so diagnostic system needs to be used to obtain more
informative characteristics. A ﬁrst set of vibration data
was recorded using ADRE 408 DSPi (dynamic signal processing instrument) connected to vibration signals from
the existing Bently Nevada’s 3500 Series vibration monitor system. During the coast down the vibration level
exceeded the vibration level observed while running up.
Synchronization speed couldn’t be reached. The following facts can be observed from analysis of the data as in
Figure 3.
– An hysteresis between run up and coast down is noticed on the Bode plots Figure 3: during coast down
the vibration level observed is much higher than during the run up and the shape of coast down characteristics is unusual. Indeed for a speed below the ﬁrst
resonance the shape of the 1X amplitude versus the
speed should be parabolic as shown in Figure 4 where
typical Bode plot [1] of a rotor system is described.
– Though the critical speeds were unknown no phase
change of 180◦ during speed up was observed suggesting no critical was crossed. Well below the ﬁrst balance
resonance the phase lag between the heavy spot and
the high spot is small.
Figure 4 shows Bode plot [1] giving resonance of an
ideal single mass rotor system (Jeﬀcott rotor). The
upper plot shows the phase lag versus rotor speed.
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Fig. 1. Machine train layout.

Fig. 2. Customer data showing high vibrations on generator bearings while trying to reach nominal speed. Data show two
attempts to reach synchronization speed within two weeks.

Coast down

TRIP

Run up

Fig. 3. Direct & 1X Bode plots with 1X polar for NDE generator bearings during run up and coast down after a trip because
of high vibrations.
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sion. Most forcing functions applied to rotating machinery
are acting with or in the same direction as rotor rotation.
Rotor to stationary part rubs are example of forces applied to the rotor opposite to the direction of rotation.
This type of force can introduce precession forces and reverse precession orbital motion.
The presence of reverse components in the full spectrum plot does not always imply that reverse precession
forces are present: for example, a mass unbalance force on
the rotor with an anisotropic bearing stiﬀness; e.g. elliptical bearings. The response of the system at the plane of
measurement will yield an elliptical orbit. The full spectrum plot will deﬁne the orbit shape with a display of
reverse and forward components at the rotor frequency
(1X). However, this does not imply that forward and reverse forcing functions are present. Mass unbalance (centrifugal force) is an integral part of the rotor geometry
and produces only a forward direction force.
Fig. 4. Bode plot of an ideal rotor system.

The lower plot shows the amplitude of vibration versus
rotor speed. When rotor speed nears the rotor system
natural frequency the amplitude of vibration increases
and a phase shift of 180◦ occurs. As the rotor speed
passes beyond the natural frequency the amplitude
decreases
– The Bode plots and polar plots on Figures 5 and 6
show that the vibration level is increasing at constant
speed suggesting something else rather than response
to unbalance. If during run up thermal bending occurs at a particular speed the thermal unbalance will
result in an increase of synchronous rotor vibration.
A quick reversal of speed (because of a trip for example) will result in a hysteresis loop (see Fig. 7) because of the time constants associated with the thermal phenomenon [2]. Trend plot on Figure 8 shows
those changes in amplitude and phase while the speed
is constant.
– Once the machine dropped below a certain speed
(100 rpm) the vibration levels decreased rapidly indicating that if there would have been any residual unbalance this would have been still noticeable.
This abrupt-speed related absence of vibration is also
suggesting the problem isn’t a balance related phenomenon. Below this speed 1X forces because of thermal unbalance drop because the contact disappear and
1X vibration go back to “no bow” response.
– The shaft movement is composed of 1X(shaft rotative
speed) vibration frequencies (see full waterfall plots
on Fig. 9). Even as the turbine is coasting down the
vibration level remains with a dominant 1X forward
component.
The Full spectrum (Fig. 10 [1]) is a tool that allows the
user to examine the shape and precession of an orbit at
any frequency within the measure frequency range. The
relative magnitude of the forward and reverse components
can be used to determine orbit shapes as well as preces-

3 Diﬀerence between Newkirk
and Morton eﬀect
There is another phenomenon with identical vibration
pattern (1X rotating) but without rub mechanism: it is
the Morton eﬀect [4].
Newkirk [5] eﬀect is a spiral phenomenon that can
be observed in various types of rotating machines. It is
due to a vibration-induced hot spot on the shaft surface
generated by friction due to a “soft” rubbing of the shaft
to stationary parts (labyrinth seals, seal rings, hydrogen
seals or brushes on slip rings).
Morton eﬀect is also a spiral phenomenon but in this
case the vibration induced hot spots takes place in radial ﬂuid ﬁlm bearings (Fig. 16). Because of this machine showing this phenomenon essentially limited to high
speed ﬂexible rotors that have relatively large overhung
masses. The Morton eﬀect occurs when the journal is executing a synchronous orbit around the bearing center. Because of the load the center of the shaft isn’t at the center
of the bearing. If there is no vibration all the points on
the journal surface will follow the same way: there is no
area exposed to a diﬀerent oil thickness. Some corrective
actions for Morton eﬀect can be: limit the “design” speed,
reduce of overhung moments, change bearing clearances,
reduce bearing length, change bearing type or geometry,
increase speciﬁc bearing loading and eccentricity, change
shaft material, change lubrication oil viscosity or increase
oil ﬂow. In case of a synchronous vibration the motion of
the center (Fig. 15) of the shaft will be an orbit and will
move from O to O’ for a rotation of 180◦. A will move to
A’ and B to B’. A will always be at minimum oil thickness than B. In other words it is always the same point
on the shaft which is subject to maximum (A) friction
and minimum friction (B). Thus this diﬀerence will lead
to temperature gradient across the journal and a hot spot
will occur.
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Fig. 5. Direct & 1X Bode plot with 1X polar plot for DE generator bearings during run up/coast down with a step at 500 rpm
showing vibration increase and phase change. Phase is moving forward.

In the following two models (in between bearing and
overhung conﬁguration) will be studied. At a constant
speed below the ﬁrst balance resonance the phase lag between the heavy spot and the high spot is less than 90◦ .
For the case of a rub in between bearings (Fig. 17) the
hot spot location could be a seal between both bearings.
Because of the thermal expansion of shaft material at the
point of run contact (local heating) the shaft bows and

gravity center of the shaft moves in the direction of the
hot spot angular position.
Initial unbalance B causes the response d located at
angle α lagging the initial unbalance location. In this case
the center of gravity is shifted in the same direction of the
displacement and we have a new unbalance bi that will be
added (vector adding) to the initial unbalance to create
a ﬁnal unbalance Beﬀ . In fact we are adding bowing at
the point of contact F. It is assumed that the additional
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Fig. 6. Direct & 1X Bode plot with 1X polar plot for NDE generator bearings during run up/coast down with a step at 500 rpm
showing vibration increase and phase change. Phase is moving forward.

Fig. 7. Vibration hysteresis in Bode plot: typical behavior for
a spiral vibration.

Fig. 8. Direct & 1X Trend plots for NDE generator bearings
during run up/coast down with a step at 500 rpm showing
vibration increase and phase change.
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Fig. 9. Full Waterfall plot of DE and NDE generator bearings showing dominant 1X forward vibration component (circular
orbit).

In the case of overhung conﬁguration (Fig. 18) the
Hot Spot could be a seal between both bearings or the
bearing itself. Practically speaking. . . What can be rubbing in bearing? Light rubbing. . . It also can be only seal.
Because of the thermal eﬀect the gravity center of the
overhung moves in the direction opposite of the generator where the hot spot is located. The same method as
before will give us a new response that is moving in the
same direction of rotation of the shaft.
Because of the initial unbalance B we have a response
d located at α degree lagging. In this case the center of
gravity is shifted in the opposite direction of the displacement and we have a new unbalance bi that will be added
to the initial unbalance B to create a ﬁnal unbalance Beﬀ
(same direction of rotation). The phase lag is decreasing
and the rotation direction of the 1X vector is forward.

4 Conclusion

Fig. 10. Full Spectrum process.

“unbalance” is small when compared to original one. So
the angle of the resultant unbalance moved slightly in
opposite direction to rotation. So the response deﬀ is
moved from the same angle if the speed and the stiﬀness
didn’t change (if stiﬀness changes, which is likely to happen, then there would be a new phase lag). The phase lag
is increasing and the rotation direction of the 1X vector
is reversed.

Conclusion of the analysis of the data showed that it
wasn’t a balancing issue but rather a rub (Newkirk type
of forward phase change). The localization of the rub can
be predicted from analysis of machine design. In generators the clearances are high when compared to ﬂuid machines so the typical localization of rub is machine seals
(air seals in the housing) or the bearing oil seals. An inspection of the NDE and DE bearings of the generator
showed the machine seals had indeed sustained a heavy
rub. Corresponding marks were found on the shaft. Picture on Figure 11 shows the seals as they were found after
opening the bearings.
Decision was then made to run the unit again without
those air seals to conﬁrm diagnostics. Figure 12 shows the
diﬀerence in vibration level before the issue and after the
issue conﬁrming the rub on the machine seals (Fig. 14).
The machine could then be started up to full speed no
load with no vibration issue.
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Fig. 11. Pictures showing seals generator bearings.

Fig. 12. 1X Bode plots showing the diﬀerence in vibration level before (in blue) and after (in red) the issue.

Following this founding decision was made by the
manufacturer to look for new machine seals. At the time
GE was on site those new air seals weren’t available and
so no new data are available.
It should be pointed out that when a rubbing rotor is
running below its ﬁrst balance resonance speed (Fig. 13
shows critical speed after the issue with no rub), the rub
induced rotor vibrations tend to increase in time. When
the speed is closed to the critical speed the inﬂuence of
the unbalance on the response in the plane of the hot
spot will be magniﬁed. The eﬀects of rubs on vibration

are more severe when the rotor is operating close to, or
below the ﬁrst balancing speed than when the rotor is
operating far above the critical (Fig. 19). The reason is
that a rotor with unbalance rotates about an axis through
the center of the bearing journals at low speed and the
phase angle of the response lines up with the phase angle
of the unbalance. At a speed far above the critical, the
rotor tends to rotate about an axis through its center of
mass and the phase angle of the response is 180◦ out of
phase with the unbalance. Therefore when a rub occurs
at a speed below the critical the high spot of the vibration
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Fig. 13. 1X polar of DE and NDE generator bearing after the issue.

Fig. 14. Drawing showing seals details on DE and NDE generator bearings (air cooled generator). To prevent leakage to the
inside of the machine due to negative pressure or high air velocity, the housing has an integrated air or machine seal. Floating
labyrinth seals catch and divert oil mist and vapors away from the rotating shaft.
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Fig. 15. Drawing showing orbit of shaft center.

Fig. 16. Comparison between the Newkirk eﬀect and the Morton eﬀect.

Fig. 17. In between bearing conﬁguration.

Fig. 18. Overhung conﬁguration.
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Fig. 19. Phase relation between high spot and heavy spot (below critical speed on the left and above critical speed on the
right).

is in line with the direction of the bow that is causing the
unbalance. The rotor tends to bow into the rub making it
increasingly severe. On the other hand, when a rub occurs
at a speed far above the critical, the high spot and the
location of the rub on the rotor surface are out of face.
The rotor tends to bow away from the rub causing it to
clear [6].
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